Largest gift ever goes to UI today

By KENNETH McGALLAND
Daily Iowan City Editor

SAN FRANCISCO — The Institute of the American Geologists will give $3 million to the University of Iowa Racketeering and Environmental Protection in the form of a multi-million dollar campaign, according to the federal court.

A campaign official said the funds would be used to fund environmental and educational programs at the university, including the establishment of a new department of environmental science.

The Institute of the American Geologists was founded in 1946 and is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the protection of the environment.

The gift, which comes in response to the recent controversy surrounding the University of Iowa's decision to build a new nuclear power plant, will be matched by an additional $1 million from the National Science Foundation.

"This is a significant contribution to the University of Iowa and the field of environmental science," said Dr. John D. Williams, president of the Institute of the American Geologists.

"This gift will enable us to continue our important work in protecting the environment and ensuring a sustainable future for all Americans.

"We are grateful to the Institute of the American Geologists for their generous support and look forward to working together to make a real difference in the world of environmental science.

"We are committed to advancing our mission and will use these funds to support research, education, and community outreach programs.

"We are excited to see what we can accomplish with this gift and look forward to seeing the impact it will have."
**Opinions**

**This is NOT — I repeat — NOT an issue!**

The people from the free medical clinic called yesterday afternoon and wrote about a story in the Daily Journal about the Free Medical Clinic, which stated that the clinic was closing down. The people from the clinic called to say that the story was not accurate and that the clinic was not closing down.

The people from the clinic stated that they had been working hard to keep the clinic open and that they had been doing everything in their power to keep the clinic running. They also stated that they had received a lot of support from the community and that they were determined to keep the clinic open.

The people from the clinic also stated that they had been working with the local government to find a solution to the problem and that they were confident that they would be able to find a solution.

The people from the clinic also stated that they were committed to providing healthcare to the community and that they were determined to keep the clinic open.

The people from the clinic thanked everyone for their support and asked everyone to continue to support the clinic.

---

### Religion
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Women's rights supporters object to new state rules

A recent public meeting held last Monday and August edited helpful suggestions from employees and the administrative director of personnel.

Should do away with "joint schools"?

Some school systems and state organizations and administrative directors of personnel. The committee revising the 19th Ed Cod th. Ildbk dT ' k goods.

The new sick leave and ma- and want to have their...
Greek problems on agenda— Big Ten Greeks confer in Union

By Greek organization representatives from one of the Big Ten schools gathered in Iowa City Thursday to confer on various problems within the Greek system. The meeting is the first of the annual Big Ten Interfraternity and Panhellenic Conferences which run through Saturday. (The University of Minnesota chapter was to arrive today.)

The purpose of the conference is to discuss social problems and the Greek system. House representatives of the conference are part of the B.T. I.F.P. (Big Ten Interfraternity Panhellenic) which meets today and Friday to discuss the Greek system. If the conference member school is represented by a representative of the Greek system it is to be notified of the conference and asked to send a representative to the conference.

This is a view of the underground test site.

Saturday blast site

The explosion of the blast site will be heard and felt in the area, but the spectacular sight of the fire and smoke will be caught by the cameras.
Television Today

Friday, November 1
Burt Reynolds' / 5pm on 11

Julie Child shows how to prepare, cook, serve, and enjoy a meal with a French theme. Also includes tips on setting a French table.

Campus Notes

GIRL SWIMMERS 2, 7:30 p.m. Saturday
First of a two-day swimming meet is Saturday night.

KPR LIKE A VACA
Don't miss the KPR Like A Vaca show this week. It's a fun, family-oriented event that everyone will enjoy.

Mountaineers: Bruce Miller will speak on important pre-season topics before the Mountaineers' meeting on Monday, November 3rd. Miller is a seasoned mountain climber and will provide valuable insights.

The University Cultural Affairs Committee presents the

Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra

Tuesday, Nov. 16, 1971
8 p.m. IMU Main Lounge

Tickets now available at the

University Book Office, IMU

STUDENT-LOW-COST-PUBLIC-

FACILITY-STAFF-PUBLIC-

hosted and copies are obtainable.

Program:

Cosmopolitan Symphony No. 5

Walter Korff

Richard Strauss

Toned of Europe

Record review: Bloodrock just too Funkish

Bloodrock U.S.A.
(Capitol SNAP 8041)

Pete Bellfonte is not only the brains but the face of the trio. He sings, plays the guitar, and writes the music. The other two members of the group, Buddy Sharp and Paul Lapidus, are better musicians, but the group is stronger because of Bellfonte's star presence.

The instrumentation on this album is not exactly explosive, but it sets the mood for the songs. The melody is catchy, the vocals are soulful, and the overall sound is appealing. Bloodrock has a definite blues influence, which adds to the excitement.

On the other hand, the songs are not particularly creative or original. They tend to stick to a formula that lacks depth. Bloodrock lacks the intensity and passion of some of the other bands in the genre. But they have a good feel for the genre, and their sound is polished and professional.

In summary, Bloodrock's U.S.A. album is a strong effort that shows promise. If they continue to evolve and improve their sound, they could be a force to be reckoned with in the Funk market.
**Heavy classical schedule upcoming**

As a schedule director with the University of Iowa orchestra, I have attended performances all over the world to an outdoor stage in London and seats in the Pittsburgh Symphony in New York. I have been interested in European music ever since I was a child growing up in Cedar Rapids, and the United States, and the Masonic Memorial Union.
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- Need members
- in plan and carry out
- * general film program
- * film lectures
- * special projects

**Jean Luc Godard's**

**Vladimir and Rosa**

Vladimir and Rosa, Jean Luc Godard's free French translation of the Chicago conspiracy trial, is, before everything else, a political act, a move for the Nowadays, a brief against Imperialism, a boast on exclusives. It is the struggle between capitalism and socialism, as Godard sees it, cinema as a crucial weapon and each film is a bullet. He comes out firing from the hip. — Newsweek

**TONIGHT**

7 & 9 p.m.

Illinois Room, IMU

**Drive Safely!**

*WHITEXCROSS* of Alpha Xi Delta 114 E. Farnsworth

*BLACK ROSE* of Sigma Phi Epsilon 35 N. Delaware

*WHITE ROSE* of Tau Epsilon Phi 114 N. Delaware

*ROSE MATTER* of Beta Theta Pi 813 N. Delaware

Sponsored by the Iowa Greek System

As part of the 1971 Big Ten Games Conference

**Chicago: The Ultimate Outrage in American Justice**

"Political theater imaginatively fashioned, daringly acted, amusing, moving, Right On." — NY TIMES

"New effective film Goldh...a real film...but notumbing." — WASHINGTON NEWS "...a political thriller parallel to events of the Chicago trial and the controversial courtroom scene in Alias in Wonderland." — NEWSWEEK

**THE GREAT CHICAGO CONSPIRACY CIRCUS**

SATURDAY and SUNDAY

Illinois Room, IMU

7 & 9 p.m.
Red Ball Jets romp into finals

The Red Ball Jets, the high-scoring team of the Big Ten, have won their first two bowl games. They will play for the championship this Saturday. In the second bowl game, the Red Ball Jets scored 21-20 against the Wildcats of Illinois. The game was played in front of a sold-out crowd at the stadium. The Red Ball Jets have scored 140 points in their first two bowl games, while the Wildcats scored 120. The Red Ball Jets are favored to win the championship game this Saturday.
The Daily Iowan, Iowa City, Iowa - Fri., Nov. 19, 1971

Schmehlher: We'll stop Iowa 'completely'

BY RICHARD DOUGHERTY

Daily Iowaon Sports Editor

The Iowa Hawkeyes are going to be a tough test for any team this season, and the Buckeyes will be no exception. The Hawkeyes have shown that they are a strong team, and the Buckeyes will have to be ready for them.

The Buckeyes' defense will have to be on top of its game to stop the Iowa offense. The Hawkeyes have a strong running attack, and the Buckeyes' defensive line will have to be ready to stop them. The Hawkeyes also have a strong passing game, and the Buckeyes will have to be ready to stop that as well.

The Buckeyes' offense will have to be ready to score against the Hawkeyes' defense. The Hawkeyes have a strong defense, so the Buckeyes will have to be creative to score against them.

The Buckeyes will also have to be ready for the Hawkeyes on special teams. The Hawkeyes have a strong special teams unit, and the Buckeyes will have to be ready to stop them.

In summary, the Buckeyes will have to be ready for the Hawkeyes in every aspect of the game. If they are, they can compete with the Hawkeyes and come away with a win.